Intra receives top prize in
the Red Dot Award 2015!
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Beloved kitchen sink: always the heart of the kitchen. And yet always forgotten.
Intra changes that and gives the sink the attention it deserves.

Eligo, the new kitchen sink
from Intra, won over the international 38-member jury
of the Red Dot Award: Product
Design 2015, and was awarded
the title Red Dot: Best of the
Best. The jury’s motivation was:
Top
design
quality
and
ground-breaking design.
With their innovative kitchen
sink, Intra proved its design excellence in the most important
competition for product design,
which is celebrating its 60 th anniversary this year.
In 2015, only a handful (1.6%)
of all entries in the competition
won this sought-after award.
Eligo stood out and was the
only kitchen sink to win the
prestigious prize, which confirms that Intra is one of the
forerunners in international
design and innovation.
The Red Dot: Best of the Best
is awarded for innovative design and is the highest individual award that a product can
achieve. Only the outstanding
products in a category receive
this award – in 2015, only 81
products from 31 categories
were given this sought-after
seal of quality.
A kitchen sink for real needs
For many, the kitchen sink
has become a choice between
form and function. But with

the launch of Eligo, Intra has
succeeded in combining functionality and flexibility with an
innovative and award winning
design. Eligo is a sink that is
designed for real needs with no
compromise on design or functionality.
The flexible Eligo kitchen sink
solves all the tasks that may
come up during food preparation and it does it with elegance
and ingenuity! It´s practical in
all situations; rinsing of vegetables, cleaning of pots, pans and
utensils, and all type of cutting
during cooking. All this without
chaos in the kitchen due to Eligo’s innovative design and accessories.
The award winning design
will fit and complement any
kitchen’s interior, with its mix
of soft and hard lines, discrete touch buttons and dynamic form. The accessories will
contribute more than you think
at first sight! They contribute
to the flexibility of the sink and
make sure that it is adaptable
to your specific needs and your
personal touch.
Innovation from a long tradition of craftsmanship
The objective of the development project was to create a
new concept for kitchen sinks,
with brand new functions and

features. The result is Eligo –
which is designed based on the
idea of flexibility, functionality
and usability with no compromise when it comes to form
and design.
Touch controls opens and
closes the sink drain, lifts the
bottom scraper and opens
the water for the dishwasher.
A flexible wall allows the user
to use one big bowl or divide it
into two separate bowls when
needed. All accessories have
soft touch details for a high
quality feeling when in use. The
chopping board has a living
hinge in the middle for full or
half size use, and can be used
as sink cover as well.
Intra Eligo encompasses contrasts and tension in its design
to express individuality; soft
and sharper radiuses, soft and
hard materials. Piezo touch panel technology is used through
the stainless steel to avoid holes in the surface and to ensure
the integrity of the clean design
look, reinforce the sinks usability and keep it easy to clean
while adding new functionalities.
Eligo is designed and manufactured in Mölntorp, Sweden,
inspired by a long Scandinavian industrial tradition and
craftsmanship since the 19 th
century.

It is one of the reasons why it
has been awarded with the label Interior Innovation Award
– Winner 2015 by the German
Design Council as well.
Interior Innovation Award
The Interior Innovation Award
is an independent award that
is considered one of the most
renowned design awards in
the interior furnishing industry
worldwide. The Interior Innovation Award stands for firstclass innovative achievements.
Eligo is available in four
models
through
all
leading kitchen studios. Learn
more about Eligo, about
the design and features on
www.intraeligo.com
and
www.intra-teka.com.
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